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ABSTRACT In traditional inpainting method for object removal, the SSD (Sum of Squared Differences)

is always used to measure the degree of similarity between exemplar patch and target patch. Although the

matching rule is simple, there is a risk that the target patch is replaced by an unsuitable exemplar patch,

which leads to the mismatch error. Even worse, the error may be constantly accumulated along with the

process progresses, finally some unexpected objects will be introduced into target region, and the restored

image cannot meet the requirements of human vision. In view of these problems, we propose an inpainting

method based on adaptive two-round search strategy. Firstly, we define the DBP (Differences Between

Patches) between target patch and exemplar patch, and use it to measure the degree of difference between

the two patches. Then, based on SSD and DBP, we adaptively judge whether there is a mismatch error. If the

mismatch error occurs, the two-round search strategy is implemented.We define a newmatching rule and use

it to re-search the exemplar patch. Finally, we use the exemplar patch to restore the target patch. Experimental

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. It can effectively prevent the occurrence of mismatch

error and error accumulation, improve the restoration effect.

INDEX TERMS Image inpainting, object removal, two-round search strategy, mismatch error.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important branches of image processing

and pattern recognition, image inpainting has attracted more

andmore researchers’ attention recently [1], [2]. Its basic idea

is to use the effective information in the undamaged regions

to estimate and fill the damaged regions according to certain

rules, making the restored image more natural, and making

the person who is not familiar with the original image cannot

notice the restoration traces [3]. At present, image inpainting

technology is playing an increasingly important role in many

fields [4], such as restoration of old photos and precious

historical literature materials, protection of cultural relics [5],

film and television special effect production, robot vision, and

so on [6], [7].

Up to now, according to the basic idea, existing inpaint-

ing methods can be divided into three categories [8]:

the PDE-based (Partial Differential Equation) method, the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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exemplar-based method, and the sparse-representation-based

method.

The most fundamental method is based on the PDE

[9], [10]. Its basic idea is that the effective information

around the damaged region is smoothly propagated into the

damaged region along the direction of the isophote, so as

to restore the missing region in an unnoticeable way [11].

In 2000, Bertalmio et al. [12] first put forward the notion

of image inpainting and proposed the BSCB model. Chan

and Shen [13] proposed TV (Total Variance) model, then

proposed CDD (Curvature Driven Diffusions) model [14] to

solve the connectivity problem in TV model. These methods

can achieve a convincing effect in restoring the small-scale

damaged regions, such as removing scratches, removing text

coverage, filling missing pixels, and so on. However, they

may result in over-smooth phenomenon when restoring the

large-scale damaged regions, such as removing objects from

images.

The second category is exemplar-based method [15], [16].

Its basic idea is searching for the most similar exemplar
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patch in source region and using it to replace the damaged

patch. The most representative method is proposed by Cri-

minisi et al. [17]. First of all, the priority value of each

patch which is located on the boundary of damaged region

is calculated, and the patch with the highest priority value

is to be restored first. Then according to the matching rule,

the most similar patch is found in the undamaged region.

Finally, the current damaged patch is replaced by the similar

patch. These steps are circulated until the whole damaged

region is restored. Compared with the PDE-based method,

this category of method can not only reduce the restoration

time, but also prevent the over-smooth phenomenon in restor-

ing the large-scale damaged region, andmaintain the integrity

and continuity of the texture. However, these methods still

have some problems [18], [19], such as unreasonable filling

order, mismatch error, error accumulation, greedy search, and

so on.

The third category is sparse-representation-based method

[20], [21]. Its basic idea is using the over-complete dictionary

and sparse representation coefficient to restore the damaged

image patch. Aharon et al. [22] proposed a K-SVD algorithm

and used it to fill the missing pixels in images. Based on

the method of Morphological Component Analysis (MCA),

Elad et al. [23] proposed an inpainting method which can

simultaneously restore the overlapping texture layer and car-

toon layer. For smooth images, thesemethods can obtain good

visual results. However, these methods also suffer from some

limitations. For example, it takes a lot of time to learn a

dictionary. Besides, the over-complete dictionary has a very

important influence on the restoration effect, if the dictionary

lacks of good adaptability, some texture details may be lost

and the restored images are over-smooth.

In recent years, with the rapid development of deep learn-

ing technology, researchers began to introduce deep learning

into image inpainting and proposed some inpainting meth-

ods based on deep network model. The basic idea of these

methods is to use a large number of real images to train the

generative model and the discriminative model, so that the

deep network can learn the feature distribution of the real

images, and then use the generative model to automatically

generate the image of the damaged region to achieve the

purpose of image restoration [24]. Zeng et al. [25] proposed

a Pyramid-context ENcoder Network (PEN-Net) for image

inpainting, they filled the damaged region by attention trans-

fer from deep to shallow in a pyramid fashion, and obtained

more realistic results. Sagong et al. [26] proposed the PEPSI

(Parallel Extended-decoder Path for Semantic Inpainting)

model. They used a structure consisting of a single shared

encoding network and a parallel decoding network to reduce

the number of convolution operations, and obtained supe-

rior performance to other models in terms of testing time.

Jiang et al. [27] used a generator, a global discriminator,

and a local discriminator to design the network model, and

generated more realistic restoration results.

From the perspective of image inpainting, removing

object from image means that we need to restore the large

missing region [28]. Recently, the most commonly used

method is proposed by Criminisi et al. [17]. However, it still

suffers some problems. For example, it uses the SSD (Sum

of Squared Differences) to measure the degree of similar-

ity between exemplar patch and target patch. Although the

matching rule is simple, it may result in that the target patch

is filled by the inappropriate exemplar patch, which can lead

to the mismatch error. Even worse, due to the irreversibility of

the restoration process, the error may be accumulated along

with the process progresses. At last, some undesired objects

may be introduced into the restored images, making the

results unable to meet the requirements of visual consistency.

In view of these problems, we propose an inpainting method

based on adaptive two-round search strategy. Compared with

other methods, our main contributions are as follows:

1. In order to effectively measure the difference between

exemplar patch and target patch, we define the

DBP (Differences Between Patches) between the two

patches, and use it to measure the degree of difference

between the pixels already exist and the pixels to be

filled.

2. In order to timely judge the occurrence of mismatch

error, based on SSD and DBP, we continuously mon-

itor the restoration process and adaptively determine

whether a mismatch error between the target patch and

the exemplar patch has occurred.

3. In order to timely prevent the mismatch error and

error accumulation, we define a new matching rule and

implement a two-round search strategy. We re-search

the most similar exemplar patch in the source region

according to the rule and use the new exemplar patch

to restore the target patch.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,

we introduce some related works and the basic idea of pro-

posed method. In Section 3, the details of the proposed

method are described. We analyze causes of the mismatch

error, and define the DBP between the exemplar patch and the

target patch to measure the degree of difference of these two

patches. Besides, we define a new matching rule and imple-

ment a two-round search strategy. In addition, we describe our

algorithm steps in detail. The experiments and comparisons

are performed in the Section 4. Finally, we conclude this work

in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

Aiming at the problems existing in the traditional methods

for object removal, researchers have put forward a variety of

methods [29]. Shen et al. [30] directly selected some undam-

aged patches from original image, formed an over-complete

dictionary, and restored the damaged images based on the

sparse representation. For smooth images, the method can

obtain satisfactory restoration effect. But for texture images,

it may lead to the loss of some texture details. In the method

proposed by Liu et al. [31], it modified the confidence term

into an exponential form and computed the sum of confidence
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term and data term to make the filling order more reasonable.

In the method proposed by Liu et al. [32], the comparison

of the variance between damaged patch and exemplar patch

was added to the matching rule. Florinalbel et al. [33] added

the edge information to the matching rule, in order to find

the most matched exemplar patch. Choi and Hahm [34] set

the search region according to the local feature informa-

tion, so as to reduce the mismatch error. Xu and Sun [35]

proposed the notation of patch structure sparsity, and pro-

posed a method based on patch propagation. The method can

make the filling order more reasonable. However, it took a

lot of time to calculate the similarity, which can affect the

efficiency of restoration. Zhang et al. [36] used the infor-

mation of curvature and gradient to replace the data term,

to improve the filling order. Wong and Orchard [37] intro-

duced the idea of non-local means used in image denoising

to image inpainting. They used the mean of several exem-

plar patches instead of a single exemplar patch to restore

target patch. It can timely reduce the mismatch error and

improve the restoration effect. However, it used the mean of

a number of exemplar patches to restore each target patch,

which will result in that some texture details in images are

lost, and leads to the over-smooth phenomenon in the target

region. Nan and Xi [38] set different weights for data item

and confidence item according to the golden section, which

make the restoration order more reasonable, but it cannot

effectively prevent the occurrence of mismatch error, and the

restoration effect needs to be improved. Isogawa et al. [39]

proposed an approach to optimize the shape of masked.

The advantage of this approach does not depend on inpaint-

ing algorithms, thus it can be applied for every inpainting

method.

In this paper, we define the DBP between the exemplar

patch and the target patch, and use the SSD and DBP to

adaptively detect the occurrence of mismatch error. Besides,

if there is a mismatch error, we define a new matching rule

and implement a two-round search strategy to re-search the

exemplar patch. In this way, we can effectively prevent the

occurrence of mismatch error and error accumulation, and

make the restoration image meet the requirements of human

vision.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. NOTATIONS

From the perspective of object removal, the essence of image

inpainting is to use the effective information in the image

to fill the target region where the object is located. For

easy understanding, we adopt same notations used in [17],

as shown in Fig. 1, � is the target region (i.e., the missing

region) which will be removed and filled, 8 is the source

region (i.e., the known region), it may be defined as the entire

image I minus the target region � (8 = I − �), ∂� denotes

the boundary of the target region �. Suppose that the patch

9p centered at the point p(p ∈ ∂�) is to be filled. Given the

patch 9p, np is the unit vector orthogonal to the boundary ∂�

and ∇I⊥p is the isophote at point p.

FIGURE 1. Notation diagram.

B. PRIORITY COMPUTATION

Filling order is crucial and depends entirely on the priority

values that are assigned to each patch. Here we follow [17]

to compute the patch priority and determine the filling order,

because it is biased toward those patches which are on the

continuation of strong edges and which are surrounded by

high-confidence pixels, it can reserve the structure informa-

tion efficiently.

For each patch 9p centered at the point p(p ∈ ∂�) has a

patch priority, it is defined as:

P(p) = C(p) × D(p) (1)

where C(p) is the confidence term and D(p) is the data term.

The confidence termC(p) indicates howmany existing pixels

are there in the target patch. The more pixels already exist,

the higher the confidence is. It is defined as:

C(p) =

∑

q∈9p∩�̄C(q)
∣

∣9p

∣

∣

(2)

where
∣

∣9p

∣

∣ is the area of patch, i.e., the number of pixels in

9p. During the initialization, C(p) is set as:

C(p) =

{

0 ∀p ∈ �

1 ∀p ∈ 8
(3)

The data term D(p) indicates how strong the isophote

hitting the boundary is. It is especially important because it

encourages the linear structure to be synthesized first. It is

defined as:

D(p) =

∣

∣

∣
∇I⊥p · np

∣

∣

∣

α
(4)

where α is a normalization factor, for a typical grey-

level image, its value is 255. Once all priorities have been

computed, we find the target patch 9p with the highest

priority.

After the target patch is determined, we search in the source

region for the exemplar patch which is most similar to target

patch according to the matching rule.

C. DEFINATION OF DBP

In the traditional exemplar-based inpainting method, the SSD

is used to measure the degree of similarity between target
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FIGURE 2. Restoration process of the method in [17].

patch and exemplar patch. It is defined as follows [17]:

ssd(9p, 9q) =
∑

∣

∣M̄9p − M̄9q

∣

∣

2
(5)

where 9p is the target patch and 9q is the exemplar patch,

M is the binary mask, it uses one to indicate the pixels that

need to be filled, and uses zero to indicate the already existing

pixels.

Based on the SSD, the matching rule is defined as follows:

9q = argmin
9q̂∈8

ssd(9p, 9q̂) (6)

The matching rule in Eq. (6) is simple, but it may cause

the target patch to be replaced by an inappropriate exemplar

patch. Even worse, the mismatch error will be continually

accumulated along with the process progresses. Finally some

unexpected and undesired objects may be introduced into tar-

get region, and the restored images cannot meet the require-

ments of human vision. For better illustration, we show an

example in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, (a) is an original image which is obtained from

the BSDS dataset [40], (b) is the object to be removed,

which is marked by green, and (c)-(q) are the restoration

process of method in [17] when 4th step, 7th step, 10th step,

15th step, 20thstep, 30th step, 40th step, 60th step, 80th step,

100th step, 120th step, 140th step, 160th step, 180th step, and

200th step, respectively. (r) is the final restoration result.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the target region is decreas-

ing along with the restoration process progresses in (c)-(f).

However, there is a small blue object occurs in the target

region in (g), which means that a small part of the blue lake

is copied into the target region, and a mismatch error occurs

between the target patch and the exemplar patch. In (h)-

(q), the undesired blue object is increasing along with the

restoration process continues, which means that the error is

continuously accumulated. Finally, some unexpected objects

are introduced into the target region, as shown in (r), the result

cannot meet the requirements of human vision consistency.

FIGURE 3. An example of mismatch error.

By analyzing the reasons for the above situation, we find

that although the value of SSD is very small (i.e., the exist-

ing pixels in target patch and the corresponding pixels in

exemplar patch are similar), there may be a mismatch error

between them. In fact, even if the value of SSD is 0, the mis-

match error may occur. For better illustration, we synthesize

an image in Fig. 3, where (a) is the original image, which

contains nine small squares, and these small squares are the

same size. Suppose that the patch size is equal to the small

square. The dotted line in (b) is the target patch, and the target

region is marked by green, i.e., the upper part of the target

patch is to be restored. According to the matching rule in

Eq. (2), (c) is the exemplar patch because the value of SSD

is 0. (d) is the result of using (c) to restore the target region.

From (d) we can see that it has obvious visual inconsistencies

in the target patch.

For better explanation, the reason for mismatch error

in Fig. 3 is analyzed in Fig. 4, where the first is target patch,

A is the damaged region to be filled, B is the undamaged

region. The second is exemplar patch, C is the region cor-

responding to A, and D is the region corresponding to B. The
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FIGURE 4. Analysis of mismatch in Figure 3.

third is the restored patch. Both B and D are white, so the

value of SSD is 0. However, C is black while B is white,

i.e., the difference between the pixels used to fill and the

pixels already exist is large. Therefore there is an obvious

visual inconsistency in the target patch, and the mismatch

error occurs.

Based on the above analysis, we know that the situations

under which mismatch error is likely to occur can be summa-

rized into two categories. First, if the already existing pixels

in target patch and the corresponding pixels in exemplar patch

are quite different, the mismatch error is likely to occur. The

situation can be judged according to Eq. (5). If the value of

SSD is relatively large, it means there is a potential mismatch

error between the two patches. In this case, if the target patch

is replaced by the exemplar patch, it is likely to result in a

mismatch error.

Second, if the difference between the pixels used to fill in

exemplar patch and the pixels already exist in target patch

is relatively large, the mismatch error is likely to occur.

In this situation, when using the exemplar patch to restore

the target patch, there is a great difference between the two

parts of the restored patch, which may lead to obvious visual

inconsistency, as shown in Fig. 3(d). In view of this situation,

we define the DBP between the two patches as follows:

dbp(9p, 9q) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

M̄9p
∑

M̄
−

∑

M9q
∑

M

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(7)

where the first item calculates the mean value of pixels

already exist in the target patch, the second item calculates

the mean value of pixels used to fill in the exemplar patch.

In short, we use both SSD and DBP to measure the degree

of difference between the exemplar patch and the target

patch. Specifically, we use the SSD to measure the degree of

difference between existing pixels, and use the DBP to mea-

sure the degree of difference between the pixels already exist

and the pixels to be filled. If the value of SSD is relatively

large or the value of DBP is relatively large, we think there

is a mismatch error between the two patches. In this way, we

can effectively judge the occurrence of mismatch error.

D. ADAPTIVE TWO-ROUND SEARCH STRATEGY

During the restoration process, we monitor each pair of target

patch and exemplar patch, and adaptively judge whether there

is a mismatch between them. If there is a mismatch error,

a two-round search strategy is implemented.

In order to timely prevent the occurrence of mismatch

error and error accumulation, we use adaptive thresholds to

judge the mismatch error between target patch and exemplar

patch. We set two thresholds β and γ , when the value of SSD

Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm

Input: Original image I and corresponding maskM

Output: Restored image Ir
1: whileM do

2: for each pixel p in ∂� do

3: P(p) = C(p) × D(p)

4: end for

5: 9p = max(P(p))

6: for each patch 9q̂ in 8 do

7: ssd(9p, 9q̂) =
∑

∣

∣M̄9p − M̄9q̂

∣

∣

2

8: end for

9: 9q = min( ssd(9p, 9q̂))

10: dbp(9p, 9q) =
∣

∣

∑

M̄9p/
∑

M̄ −
∑

M9q/
∑

M
∣

∣

2

11: if ssd(9p, 9q) > β or dbp(9p, 9q) > γ then

12: for each patch 9q̂in 8 do

13: 9q′ = ssd(9p, 9q̂) + ω × dbp(9p, 9q̂)

14: end for

15: 9q = min(9q′ )

16: end if

17: M9p = M9q

18: end while

is larger than β or the value of DBP is larger than γ , we think

the mismatch error between exemplar patch and target patch

occurs. In this situation, we define the new matching rule and

implement the two-round search strategy to find the exemplar

patch.

In the proposed method, we adopt a very simple and effec-

tive method to determine the thresholds. First we calculate

the SSD and DBP of all the matched patches and obtain

two arrays: ssd_data and dbp_data. Then, we sort the two

arrays in ascending order, and get the two sorted arrays:

ssd_data_sort and dbp_data_sort. At last, we can obtain the

thresholds β and γ as follows:

{

β = ssd_data_sort[λ1 ∗ num]

γ = dbp_data_sort[λ2 ∗ num]
(8)

where λ1 and λ2 are the proportional coefficients, respec-

tively. num is the number of matched patches.

Through analysis, we find that the number of patches with

mismatches accounts for a small proportion. For example,

we calculate the SSD and DBP of all the matched patches

in Fig. 2 and show them in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

Fig.5 is the distribution of SSD, and Fig. 6 is the distribu-

tion of DBP. We can see that the vast majority of the data

distributions are relatively concentrated, and their values are

relatively small, that is, there is no mismatch in the vast

majority of matched patches. In comparison, only a small

number of data are scattered, and their values are relatively

large, that is, there is mismatch in a small number of matched

patches. Therefore, the values of λ1 and λ2 in the Eq. (8) are

generally between 0.7 and 0.9.
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FIGURE 5. The distribution of SSD.

FIGURE 6. The distribution of DBP.

FIGURE 7. Restoration results of ‘‘goose’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the result of
method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the result of
method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method, we marked the
target region with a white rectangle.

Based on the thresholds β and γ , we can adaptively judge

the occurrence of mismatch error. If there is a mismatch error

between the exemplar patch and target patch, the two-round

search strategy is adaptively implemented.
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FIGURE 8. Restoration results of ‘‘cyclist’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the result of
method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the result of
method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method, we marked the
target region with a white rectangle.

FIGURE 9. Restoration results of ‘‘old man’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the result of
method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the result of
method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method, we marked the
target region with a white rectangle.

In order to re-research the most similar exemplar patch,

we redefine a new matching rule in the two-round search

strategy. We know the reason of the mismatch error is that

the SSD between the target patch and the exemplar patch

is relatively large, or the DBP between the two patches is

relatively large. Therefore, we define the new matching rule

VOLUME 8, 2020 94363
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FIGURE 10. Restoration results of ‘‘rider’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the result of
method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the result of
method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method, we marked the
target region with a white rectangle.

FIGURE 11. Restoration results of ‘‘stone column’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the
result of method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the
result of method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method,
we marked the target region with a white rectangle.

using SSD and DBP as follows:

9q′ = argmin
9q̂∈8

ssd(9p, 9q̂) + ω × dbp(9p, 9q̂) (9)

where ω is an adjustment factor that makes the SSD and

the DBP equal at the order of magnitude. It is defined as

follows:

ω =
∑

M̄ (10)

As can be seen from Eq. (9), when the two-round search

strategy is implemented, we not only measure the degree

of difference between the already existing pixels, but also

measure the degree of difference between the pixels already

exist and the pixels to be filled. In this way, we can re-search

the most similar exemplar patch, and timely prevent the

occurrence of mismatch error.

E. PATCH RESTORATION

When the most matching exemplar patch is found, we cal-

culate the SSD and DBP between target patch and exemplar

patch, compare them with their respective threshold, and

adaptively select different methods to restore the target patch

according to different situations.

If the value of SSD is larger than β or the value of DBP is

larger than γ , we think the mismatch error occurs. Then the

two-round search strategy is implemented, we re-search the

exemplar patches in the source region according to Eq. (9).

Finally, the target patch can be restored as follows:

M9p = M9q′ (11)

where 9q′ is the exemplar patch found according to Eq. (9).

Otherwise we think that the current exemplar patch is the

most similar exemplar patch, and no mismatch error occurs.

The target patch can be restored by the exemplar patch as
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FIGURE 12. Restoration results of ‘‘hillside’’. (a) is the original image, (b) is the target region, which is marked by green, (c) is the result of
method in [17], (d) is the result of method in [30], (e) is the result of method in [31], (f) is the result of method in [36], (g) is the result of
method in [38], and (h) is the result of proposed method. For better comparisons, in the restoration results of each method, we marked the
target region with a white rectangle.

FIGURE 13. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘goose’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP distribution of
these methods.
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FIGURE 14. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘cyclist’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP distribution of
these methods.

follows:

M9p = M9q (12)

where 9q is the exemplar patch found according to Eq. (6).

F. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Here, the proposed algorithm is described as follows:

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the

proposed method, we select a variety of natural images to

experiment. All the experiments are run on the computer with

the configuration of 3.7GHz processor and 4GB RAM.

For each image, we specify a target object, and then restore

the region where it is located, to achieve the goal of remov-

ing the object from the image. For better comparison and

analysis, in the experiment, we use the method in [17], the

method in [30], the method in [31], the method in [36],

the method in [38], and the proposed method to restore the

images, respectively, and compare and analyze their restora-

tion results.

To better illustrate, experimental results are divided into

two groups to demonstrate and analyze. The first group is the

results of smooth images, and the second group is the results

of texture images. All the original images are obtained from

the BSDS dataset [40].

A. RESULTS OF SMOOTH IMAGES

Here we demonstrate the restoration results of three smooth

images in Figs. 7- 9. In Fig. 7, we remove a goose flying in

the sky from the image, so we named the image as ‘‘goose’’.

In Fig. 8, we remove the right cyclist from the image, so we

named the image as ‘‘cyclist’’. In Fig. 9, we remove the old

man from the image, so we named the image as ‘‘old man’’.

B. RESULTS OF TEXTURE IMAGES

Here we demonstrate the restoration results of three texture

images in Figs. 10-12. In Fig. 10, we remove the rider on
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FIGURE 15. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘old man’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP distribution of
these methods.

the left from the image, so we named the image as ‘‘rider’’.

In Fig. 11, we remove the stone column from the image, so we

named the image as ‘‘stone column’’. In Fig. 12, we remove

the tree on the hillside from the image, sowe named the image

as ‘‘hillside’’.

C. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS

As can be seen from above figures, in the results of method

in [17], there are some undesired and unexpected objects

in the target regions, which make the restored images can-

not meet the visual consistency requirements. For example,

in Fig. 7 (c), the head of another goose is copied into the

target region. In Fig. 8 (c), some parts of another cyclist

have occurred in the target region. In Fig. 9 (c), parts of the

wall are copied into the target region, and a distinct irregular

linear object appears in the image. In Fig. 10 (c), parts of

another person’s red coat have appeared in the target region.

In Fig. 11 (c), parts of the stone bench have been copied

into the target region. In Fig. 12 (c), parts of blue lake have

occurred in the target region. The reason is that the mismatch

error between target patch and exemplar patch occurs during

the restoration process, and the error has been continuously

accumulated along with the process continues, which cause

some undesired objects to be introduced into the image.

The method in [30] used the sparse representation to

restore the target patch. It can obtain satisfactory results in

very smooth images, as shown in Fig. 7 (d). However, if the

image contains a small count of edge or texture structure,

it can lead to obvious over-smooth phenomenon and lose the

details of the image, as shown in Fig. 8 (d) and Fig. 9 (d).

For the images which contain rich texture, as shown in

Figs. 10 (d), 11 (d), and 12 (d), although there are no unex-

pected objects in the target regions, a lot of texture details are

lost, causing the images to be over-smooth.

The method in [31] modified the confidence term into an

exponential form and computed the sum of confidence term

and data term, which can improve the restoration effect to a

certain extent. For example in Figs. 7 (e), 8 (e), and 10 (e),
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FIGURE 16. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘rider’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP distribution of
these methods.

it can obtain satisfactory results and we can hardly notice the

restoration traces. In Fig. 12 (e), the size of the blue lake is

significantly reduced. But it cannot effectively prevent the

occurrence of mismatch and error accumulation, as shown

in Fig. 9 (e), parts of the wall are copied into the target region.

In Fig. 11 (e), parts of the stone bench have been copied into

the target region.

The method in [36] used the information of curva-

ture and gradient to replace the data term, which can

improve the restoration effect to some extent. For exam-

ple, in Figs. 8 (f), 10 (f), and 12 (f), there are no unexpected

objects in the target region, and in Fig. 9 (f), the size of the

undesired object is significantly reduced. However, it does

not effectively prevent mismatch error and error accumula-

tion. For example, in Fig. 7 (f) some parts of another goose

are copied into the target region, and in Fig. 11 (f), parts of

the stone bench appear in the target region.

The method in [38] set different weights for data item

and confidence item according to the golden section, which

can make the filling order more reasonable and improve the

restoration effect. For example, there are no obvious unex-

pected objects in the target regions in Fig. 8 (g). In Fig. 10 (g),

the undesired objects in the target regions are especially

small and can be ignored if they are not carefully observed.

However, the restoration effect need to be further improved.

For example, some parts of another goose still appear the

target region in Fig. 7 (g), parts of the wall are copied into

the target region in Fig. 9 (g), and parts of the stone bench

appear in the target region in Fig. 11 (g), parts of blue lake

have occurred in the target region in Fig. 12 (g).

Compared with the other methods, the proposed method

has obtained better results for each image. In Fig. 7 (h), the

designated goose is completely removed, and no other objects

are introduced into the target region. In Fig. 8 (h), the right

cyclist is removed in an unnoticeable manner. In Fig. 9 (h),

the old man is removed from the image. Although a small

portion of the window is copied into the target region, it is

much smaller than the objects introduced by other methods.
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FIGURE 17. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘stone column’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP
distribution of these methods.

In Fig. 10 (h), the rider on the left is completely removed, and

the target region is filled in a very natural way. In Fig. 11 (h),

the stone column in the bush is removed and the target region

is well restored. In Fig. 12 (h), the tree on the hillside is

removed from the image, and we hardly notice the traces of

restoration. The reason is that we continuously monitor the

restoration process. If a mismatch error occurs, we perform

a two-round search strategy based on the new matching rule

defined. We re-research for the best similar exemplar patch

and use it to replace the target patch. In this way, the proposed

method can timely prevent the mismatch error and error

accumulation, and make the results meet the requirements of

visual consistency.

D. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON

In proposed method, we use the SSD to measure the degree of

similarity between existing pixels, and use the DBP to mea-

sure the degree of difference between the pixels already exist

and the pixels to be filled. If the value of SSD is relatively

large or the value of DBP is relatively large, we think there

is a mismatch error between the two patches. In this case,

we implement a two-round search strategy, and re-search the

exemplar patch in source region. Therefore, compared with

the traditional method, the SSD and DBP between exemplar

patch and target patch are relatively small.

In order to verify whether the SSD and DBP of proposed

method are relatively small, during the restoration process of

each image, we respectively saved SSD and DBP of method

in [17], [31], [36], [38], and proposed method. It should be

noted that we did not save the values of method in [30].

The reason is that this method directly uses an over-complete

dictionary and sparse coding to reconstruct the target patch

without searching for exemplar patch in the source region.

The SSD and DBP of each method for each image are shown

in Figs 13-18.

As can be seen from the distribution of SSD and DBP

in Figs 13-18, the SSD value and DBP value of our method

are smaller than those of other methods. This means that our

method can effectively avoid the large differences between

the target patches and the exemplar patches, so as to prevent
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FIGURE 18. The SSD and DBP of each method for ‘‘hillside’’. (a) is the SSD distribution of these methods, and (b) is the DBP
distribution of these methods.

the target patch from being replaced by the inappropriate

exemplar patch, resulting in the inconsistency of subjective

vision. Also we can see that, if the image is smoother, the dis-

tribution of SSD and DBP is more concentrated, indicating

that most of the exemplar patches are very similar to the

target patches, as shown in Fig 13 and Fig 14. If the image

contains more texture details, the distribution of SSD and

DBP is more scattered, indicating that there are relatively

large differences between the exemplar patches and the target

patches, as shown in Fig 17 and Fig 18.

In order to show the effectiveness of our method more

accurately from the specific data, we take the image ‘‘hill-

side’’ in Fig 12 as the representative and extract the five

largest values of each method from Fig 18, as shown

in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 shows the five largest SSD

of each method, and Table 2 shows the five largest DBP of

each method.

From the data distribution in above figures and tables, it can

be seen that, the data of method in [17] is the most scattered,

and includes the largest SSD value and DBP value of all

methods. It means that a lot of mismatch errors occurred

while the restoration process was going on, and a lot of

unexpected objects were introduced into the target regions,

which can be seen from the results shown in Fig. 12 (c).

TABLE 1. Five largest SSD of each method.

TABLE 2. Five largest DBP of each method.

The SSD and DBP of method in [31] are relatively smaller

than that of methods in [17] and [38]. However, there are still

some matched patches with large SSD and DBP. Therefore,

we can see from Fig. 12 that, the size of unexpected object
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in (e) is smaller than that of (c) and (g), while there is a small

undesired object in (e).

The data distribution of method in [36] is most similar to

the proposed method, and both SSD and DBP are very small.

Also, we can see from Fig. 12 (f), there is no undesired object

in the target region, and the result can satisfy the requirements

of human vision.

The values of SSD and DBP of method in [38] are only

smaller than that of method in [17] and larger than that of

other methods. Consistent with this situation, the size of the

unexpected object in Fig. 12 (g) is only smaller than that

in Fig. 12 (c), but larger than that of the other methods, and

the restoration effect need to be greatly improved.

The values of our method are much smaller than that of

other methods. It means that when a mismatch error occurs,

our method re-searches the exemplar patch through the

two-round search strategy, which can effectively prevent the

occurrence of mismatch and the accumulation of errors, and

prevent unexpected objects from appearing in the restored

image, making the restoration image satisfy the requirements

of human visual consistency, as shown in Fig. 12 (h).

E. DISCUSSION

Through the above qualitative and quantitative analysis and

comparison, we can see that, compared with other methods,

our method can effectively avoid the occurrence of mismatch

error and obtain satisfactory restoration results. Also, com-

pared with the method based on deep convolutional neural

network, our method does not need to train a large number

of samples, and does not need to spend a lot of time to

continuously adjust the model parameters. Here we will also

mention our method’s limitation. In essence, our method is

an exemplar-based method. It borrows information from the

undamaged region to fill in the damaged region. In other

words, the information of the undamaged region in the origi-

nal image determines the filling information of the damaged

region. For example, if we need to fill the damaged region

with rich texture information to make the image more natural,

but the undamaged region only contains relatively smooth

information. In this case, our method can only choose smooth

information, which will lead to a reduction in the quality of

restoration.

In addition, it should be mentioned that in this article

we did not compare our method with the method based on

deep learning. We think the basic principles of these two

types of methods are different. The exemplar-based method

mainly searches for similar exemplar patches from undam-

aged regions to fill the damaged regions according to certain

matching rules, while the method based on deep learning is

mainly to use the trained deep network to automatically gen-

erate the information in the damaged region. Besides, we have

noticed that the methods based on deep learning, especially

themethods based on generative adversarial networks can use

a large number of real images to train the generative model

and the discriminative model, and use the trained generator

to automatically generate very realistic and natural images.

Some proposed methods have achieved better restoration

results on face images. At present, we have begun to study

the inpainting method based on the generative adversarial

networks, hoping to further improve the restoration effect of

large-scale natural scene images.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In view of the problems existing in the image inpainting

method for object removal, we propose a method based on

adaptive two-round search strategy in this paper. We define

the DBP between the exemplar patch and the target patch,

and use it to measure the degree of difference between the

two patches. Based on the SSD and DBP, we adaptively judge

whether there is a mismatch error. If the mismatch occurs,

the two-round search strategy is implemented.We define new

matching rule based on SSD and DBP and re-research the

exemplar according to the rule. Finally the target patch is

restored. The experimental results show its effectiveness and

feasibility. The next step we will study how to use the gener-

ative adversarial networks to further improve the restoration

effect of large-scale natural scene images.
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